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Abstract: Grounded in trans-of-color critique and Black trans studies, this theoretical meditation reckons with the impossibility of Black trans safety, recognition, and futurity within our U.S. K-12 educational landscape. Situated in a “post-Transgender Tipping Point” sociopolitical landscape, I explore how these limitations contribute to Black trans youth’s disparate experiences in today’s schools, particularly with attention to the [in]effectiveness of existing queer and trans pedagogies. In an attempt to locate what is deemed possible for Black trans youth in imagined educational futures, I discuss trends within select K-12 trans pedagogical scholarship through which I explore questions related to authorship, reflectivity, and intersectional approaches to understanding transness. In this, I interrogate the impact of power and privilege on what (and who) is possible in our pedagogies and futures.
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Tipping Off: A Black Trans Woman’s Cover Story and Directive

In June 2014, Laverne Cox graced the cover of Time Magazine. At 5’11, a caramel-skinned Cox stands eloquently in a navy dress and heels. Her expression reflects pride, courage, and poise. The accompanying cover story, “The Transgender Tipping Point,” was written by cisgender journalist Katy Steinmetz, who traces trans rights history for readers. Cox, a Black trans actress, is featured throughout the article, her story and words are used to show both the nuances of transness and the progress made within the trans rights movement. At the end of the article, Steinmetz (2014) conveys an emotional moment during a Q&A session following a speech delivered by Cox. During the Q&A, the facilitator of questions reads a note from a six-year-old trans girl about being bullied. The small girl meets Cox, who offers her words of affirmation. The cover story ends with a directive from Cox: “We need to protect our children…and allow them to be themselves” (Steinmetz, 2014). Over the past decade, many queer and trans scholars have addressed this tipping point and Cox’s appearance on the cover (Weerawardhana, 2020; Ellison et al., 2017; Hayward, 2017, Snorton, 2017; Malatino, 2016). As a Black trans scholar-educator, I am mostly interested in how educational scholars have taken up Cox’s directive via trans pedagogies in the decade that has passed since the “Tipping Point.”

To Be Black, Trans, Alive, and Hunted

In 2014, I was neither “shea” nor “trans” yet. I did not quite have the words or courage to articulate my gender to myself or others. As an early career educator, my teaching experience was limited to summer camps, community workshops, and small-group tutoring for Black kids struggling to succeed in grossly underfunded schools. A lot has changed in the past decade – for all of us. Today, as a Black trans scholar-educator, I often carry the burden of educating those around me about Blackness, transness, and allyship. This burden is not unusual; Kohli and Pizarro (2022) discuss the responsibility often felt by BIPOC educators to support the learning of their white counterparts. That weight can become heavier for educators who hold multiple marginalized identities as they often face intersectional oppression (Crenshaw, 1991), particularly within a white, cisgender, patriarchal educational landscape. As a result, I am acutely aware of the current stakes of teaching and learning while Black and trans in this moment. The urgency and criticality with which I engage in teaching, learning, research, and organizing reflect this. However, this commitment to “showing up” is not without cost.

In Spring 2023, I joined a virtual panel designed to help educators support transgender students in schools. The online event dragged on like most introductory diversity sessions – introductions, terms, contexts, scenarios, conversations, and a screenhotted group photo. I logged off exhausted and doubtful the training would lead to meaningful change. A few days later, a social media user tagged me and linked to an article that would ignite a trauma-filled summer of sleepless nights, sadness, rage, and fear. The linked article revealed a UK Tabloid had obtained access to and recorded the online training. The article was full of misconstrued comments about supporting trans kids and included photos, videos, and information about session panelists and attendees. Popular right-wing accounts shared the story and it gained traction on social media. First came the news stories and trolls.
Screenshots followed; my face and information were plastered over right-wing blogs and tabloids. Threats and insults flooded my social media and email inbox for weeks.

The educational organization that hosted the event reached out to their legal department, who advised them to handle it quietly – no statement on trans folks’ humanity, no clear communication to participants, no follow-up conversations. Instead, they alerted the police and ignored the issue online. The organization rebounced, cut my check, and worked to plan their next session – never looking back. I did not sleep. I avoided leaving my home and checking the internet. I shaved my head and bleached my hair. I bought a personal safety alarm. I developed an emergency plan. I thought about leaving this world on my own terms but decided otherwise. No amount of allyship soothes the feelings that accompany being Black, trans, and hunted in this world.

Months later, what remained at the forefront of my memory is not the right-wing blogs, comments, or death threats. Instead, it is the continued failure of institutions to protect the interests, bodies, and futures of folks like me – Black, trans, and trying to stay alive in an ever-violent world. As we approach the decade mark since Cox’s cover story, I sit in an urgent curiosity, wondering how scholars have taken up Cox’s directive to “protect our [trans] children” and thus the trans adults they grow up to be (Steinmetz, 2014). More specifically, I wonder what existing K-12 educational scholarship has to offer Black trans youth as maps toward survival in this world rife with anti-trans legislation, policies, and violence impacting transgender folks within and outside of traditional schools. The essay that follows, then, is an attempt to provide some clarity on the scholarly ideas and perspectives that currently inform how we show up for Black trans youth (and adults). In it, I shay away from neither the legacies of violence present in schools nor the harsh realities of surviving as a Black trans person in today’s world. To do so would be an affront to the truths that permeate my existence (and that of many other Black and trans folks). Instead, I embrace the grieving (Snorton, 2017) and rage (Malatino, 2019; Lorde, 1997) that feels inherent to my existence as a Black trans person. In the pages that follow, I sit with that grief – asking questions of the scholarship, reckoning with the limits of schooling, and desperately attempting to locate hope in a wretched world. I begin by attending to the intertwined relationship between Blackness and transness and its incongruency with K-12 schooling in the United States, noting the work of schooling in the larger context of state-sponsored violence. Following this contextualization, I address both Black trans youth’s disparate experiences in schools and the limits of existing general pedagogical recommendations for supporting LGBTQ+ youth in schools. To map how K-12 educational scholars are theorizing with Black trans youth in mind, I present a discussion of 11 articles focused on trans pedagogies that have been published since the “Tipping Point.” Following this analysis, I end with reflections on my own writing, reckoning, reconciliation, and our journey ahead in the field of education.

**Blackness, Transness, and Fugitivity**

To understand the inherent incompatibility between traditional schooling and Black trans existence in a U.S. context, we must go back to what Spillers (1987) deems the “beginning” (p. 447) – in the bowels of a slave ship crossing the Atlantic. It is within this “nowhere” between two continents, amidst the dual projects of conquest and colonization, that enslaved persons become ungendered and thus stripped of identity and agency. Spillers contests, “under these conditions, one is neither female nor male, as both subjects are taken into ‘account’ as quantities” (p. 452). By attending to the quantification of Black flesh and violence enacted on “human cargo of a slave vessel,” Spillers purports that the Middle Passage’s absence of domesticity allows for an ungendering of Black female bodies – and, by extension, Blackness (p. 452). Tracing this inextricable link between the dehumanization of Black bodies vis-a-vis enslavement and the settler colonial1 project commonly known as the United States of America, Spillers demonstrates the necessity of Black ungendered flesh to the establishment of societal norms, expectations, and progress – all of which are forever out of reach for those who can trace their lineage back to the “nowhere” of the Atlantic. While Spillers’ (1987) foundational essay invites analysis of the Black female’s ungendered body in relation to American society, trans studies scholars have extended this further to articulate the connections between Blackness and transness. In *Black on Both Sides: A Racial History of Trans Identity*, Snorton (2017) argues the stripping from body to “captive flesh” within the Atlantic Slave Trade creates a foundation for a “critical genealogy for modern transness as chattel persons gave rise to an understanding of gender as mutable and as an amenable form of being” (p. 57). Thus, the coconstitution of Blackness and ungendering of Black bodies is essential to understanding not only the permutations of both Blackness and gender throughout American history but also how those coconstructions continue to shape who is deemed legible and livable within society.

Anchoring their analytic of trans necropolitics, Snorton and Haritaworn (2013) argue that “the un-gendering (or perhaps trans-gendering) of blackness under slavery serves as a generative ground for understanding black trans subjectification and their relationships to contemporary biopolitics” (p. 307). Consequently, to truly grasp the ineradicability of violence experienced by Black trans individuals (Snorton & Haritaworn, 2013; Westbrook, 2020) in today’s society, one must also attend to the connection to the overall projects of gender, race, and (non) humanness within a settler colonial context on a global scale. It might then be understood how Black ungendered (and transgender) bodies can be both instrumental in the preservation of the state power

---

1 When using this term, I rely on Wolfe’s (2006) understanding of settler colonialism as unique from colonialism via a “logic of elimination” that intentionally creates a perpetual system of the erasure of indigenous peoples (p. 388).

---
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and also remain the most expendable and killable within the death worlds (Mbembe, 2003) we inhabit.

The work of queer and trans scholars of Color is invaluable in unpacking the intricacies of Black trans subjectification, institutional progress, and the solidification of hegemonic norms. Ferguson’s (2004) *Aberrations on Black* offers an “epistemological intervention” (p. 3) in how we understand the projects of racialization, citizenship, and heteronormativity and their impact on the American political economy. Likewise, Snorton and Haritaworn’s (2013) trans necropolitics (Mbembe, 2003) offers an orientation that explores the politics and vitality of the deaths of trans folks of Color in the continued development of modern society. Attending to the complicated histories of gender, Blackness, medicine, and archival, Snorton (2017) and Gil-Peterson (2018) offer narrative analyses that illuminate the inextricable links between gendered violence, (in)visibility of Black un/transgendered flesh, and archival erasure. Addressing notions of systemic erasure, visibility, and Black transness livability, other scholars (Gossett and Huxtable, 2017; Gossett, 2017) have questioned the complexity and dire costs of trans visibility as a vehicle toward progress, particularly when contextualized within compounding structures of violence such as racism and classism. For example, Gossett (2017) addresses this notion of visibility as a balm for the twinned lineage of colonialism and Black queer/trans subjugation, writing, “the violence…through which Black, queer, and/or trans identities have been forged, cannot be addressed through the politics of trans visibility” (p. 183). Together with the work of trans studies scholars (Chen, 2019; Gossett et al., 2017; Hayward, 2017), these inquiries call attention to how Blackness and ungendering have been used to confer on Black trans folks a status of “living dead” (Mbembe, 2003, p. 40), or a life encapsulated by a compounded “social death” (Moten as cited in Sexton, 2016) associated with Blackness and trans existence in the afterlife of slavery (Hartman, 1997). This simultaneous dehumanization and instrumentalization of Black bodies lay a foundation for who is considered human within society.

There is no doubt about it – in the eyes of the state projects of settler colonialism, economic progress, and (un)being (Wynter, 2003), the Black subject has never been fully legible, intelligible, or even human. When we read public schooling as a vehicle of the state’s goals, this intentional misalignment of Blackness, transness, and humanity impacts who we consider to be worthy of learning and teaching in schools. This is not to say that Blackness or transness are always markers of physical death, instead, it marks necessary attention to how Blackness and transness have been used to demarcate Black trans youth as less-than-human. In this, however, scholars2 suggest that this demarcation also signals fugitivity found in both (Bey, 2019; Snorton, 2017). By naming fugitivity, I invoke not only Snorton’s (2017) articulation of the transitivity (Colebrook, 2015) and transversality of Blackness and transness, but more specifically, how the ungendering of captive flesh and coinciding fungibility opened doors for escape, movement, and freedom. In this understanding of fugitivity, I also consider integral Bey’s (2019) articulation of the transness of Blackness, which rests “in the in-between…of light, of escape…from the confines of ontological pinning down” (p. 279) along with an explicit attention to “trans*” as “like blackness…provoking ontologization by moving beneath it and to the side of it and through it” (p. 286). This is to say that my conceptual understanding of Black trans existence within this world, particularly in K-12 schooling, rests on a fundamental acknowledgment that Blackness and transness are both incompatible with and inherently resistant to capture, control, and assimilation required of uncompromised livability. This acknowledgement of fugitivity thus requires we reckon with the structures from which Blackness and transness continually evade.

**The Limits of K-12 Schooling in Death Worlds**

Locating the institution of K-12 public schooling within the larger context of the state’s web of apparatuses remains foundational to queer and trans pedagogical scholarship. In this same vein, it is necessary to highlight that the same ideologies that created (and maintain) the dehumanization and un/transgendering of Black bodies also created (and maintain) the very foundations of K-12 public schooling in the United States. To ground my articulation of the limits of K-12 schooling, I must begin with my understanding that K-12 schooling, as it functions in the U.S. context, is an ideological state apparatus (Althusser, 1970) designed to aid in the reproduction of productive forces (working class) and reinforce the dominance of the ruling class. Given the histories and realities within this context, I also take up bell hooks’ (2003) observations of “imperialist white-supremacist capitalist patriarchal values” that permeate our K-12 curricula, pedagogies, and expectations of learners (p. 1). As a tool of social reproduction (Bowles & Gintis, 1976) and ideology, schooling has dire impacts on the livability and learnability of all learners. Building on Foucault’s (2003) notion of biopower, Bourassa (2017) offers an explication of educational biopolitics, or the systematic “making and taking of educational life” through which student access to success and probability failure is engineered as a means of social control. When considering how ideologies drive decision-making, representation, and resource allocation, we must acknowledge not only the thread between the state’s assimilationist goals and (im)possibilities of public schooling but also take note of the trans necropolitics (Snorton & Haritaworn, 2013) at work in Black trans youth’s schooling and living. How else might we account for the twin realities of decades of DEI initiatives, interventions, and professional development and the ever-expanding disparities in Black trans youth schooling and lifelong outcomes?

---

2 In his 2017 essay, Bey uses trans* and trans*ness instead of transness. However, for the sake of consistency and clarity, I have chosen not to use that spelling here.
In my accounting of these twin realities, I consider schools to be heterotopias, spaces that function both to control and manage difference within/outside of larger society. In the 1984 translation of “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,” Michel Foucault defines two categories of heterotopias – (1) of crisis, and (2) of deviation. In outlining principles for heterotopias, Foucault asserts each heterotopia has a “precise and determined function” (p. 5) in a particular society; it is “structured and distributed in a relatively complex fashion” (p. 6), must be entered in a “compulsory” way (p. 7); and to “create a space that is other, another real space, as perfect, as meticulous, as well arranged as ours is messy, ill constructed, and jumbled” (p. 8). Offering real-world examples of heterotopias, Foucault lists boarding schools, Jesuit colonies with bells that dictate individuals’ activities, and psychiatric hospitals. Considering Foucault’s arguments alongside Snorton’s (2017) discussion of heterotopias through a Black Studies lens, I draw attention to the structured, compulsory nature of schooling, meticulously designed to attend to the crisis of growing up and facilitating what Hil Malatino calls the “neoliberal management of difference” (Malatino, 2015, 398-399). This management of difference is essential to understanding the aforementioned twin realities of DEI initiatives and continued disparities in Black trans youth schooling and living. Within the context of late liberalism, DEI initiatives and representational politics ensure that “cultural and social difference is recognized, but only in order to tame and manage these differences” (p. 398). Diversity and inclusion thus become not vehicles toward freedom but instead tools of entrapment and control. Thus, within this progressive management of difference, it is clear which students get to be fully human and, in turn, fully students worthy of an affirming education. Van Asselt, (2019) argues,

Progress is...embodied and perpetuated by the white student [...] also greatly benefits from the status of being fully human, which translates to the status of being fully a student—a subject that is “teachable” and considered a “known” (608). Whereas [queer and trans] students of Color, as they have been relegated to the status of subhuman, are constructed as nonstudents and uneducable (p. 609).

Given this underlying context and the grave realities of being an LGBTQ+ kid in today’s society, it is unsurprising that most K-12 queer and trans pedagogical projects have centered around the affirmation of queer and trans humanity. Survival is necessary. However, abolitionist trans scholars warn us against relying on carceral systems to shift understandings and ensure safety (Spade, 2015/2023; Ellison, 2016). Snorton and Haritaworn (2013) assert,

It is necessary to interrogate how the uneven institutionalization of women’s, gay, and trans politics produces a transnormative subject, whose universalized trajectory of coming out/transition, visibility, recognition, protection, and self-actualization largely remains uninterrogated in its complications and convergences with biomedical, liberal, racist, and imperialist projects. (p. 67)

Thus, we must contend with how politics of representation permeate many K-12 pedagogies that, in turn, require disclosure, visibility, and assimilation as currency for promises of safety and inclusion. What we know is that increased representation and visibility will never result in guaranteed safety or affirmation within K-12 schools that have historically existed as violent spaces for most students, especially Black trans students (Tuong et al., 2020). As a result, we must acknowledge how the neoliberal project of difference management and legibility diminishes the complexities, nuances, and magic-making of Black trans existence.

Complications of Trans Negativity and Opacity in Pedagogical Recommendations

The project of trans (in)visibility, particularly when paired with Black trans existence, further disrupts many of the pedagogical interventions and goals offered within K-12 queer and trans pedagogical scholarship to date. Trans visibility rarely results in the inclusion we hope for, particularly for Black trans people. Gossett (2017) argues, “One of the traps of trans visibility is that it is premised on invisibility: to bring a select few into view, others must disappear into the background, and this is always a political project that reinforces oppression” (p. 183). Those disappeared within transgender histories, movements for rights, and stories are often those whose bodies and ways of existing are most illegible to the state. Despite being disappeared both in society and within the larger trans movements, the deaths of Black trans folks are often used as hollow data points to drive calls for action. Consider for a moment whose faces, names, and stories drive the fight for trans youth’s rights in today’s media.

In 2015, Gavin Grimm, a white transgender high school student, became the trans rights poster child after suing a Virginia school board for disallowing his use of the boys’ bathroom; his Supreme Court decision was lauded as a huge win for trans youth (Dwyer, 2021). Kai Shippley, a white trans girl from Texas, was named a Time Magazine Kid of the Year Finalist for her testimony before the Texas Senate and related advocacy for trans youth (Carlisle, 2022). Dylan Brandt, a white trans teenager in Arkansas, is the face of the ACLU’s fight against House Bill 1570, an Arkansas law that would prohibit healthcare professionals from providing or even referring transgender young people for medically necessary healthcare (Demillo, 2022). At the same time, Black trans youth continue to struggle in and outside of schools (Truong et al., 2020), with their multifaceted needs going largely unaddressed by educators/scholars seemingly engaged in more “accessible” fights – book bans and bathrooms. It is hard to have hope in the trickle-down rewards for Black trans youth in a fight for trans whites/rights.

In the trans rights movement at large, Black trans death is often mobilized to demonstrate an intersectional approach and illuminate the urgency of the calls to action (without truly centering the needs or desires of Black trans folks). My argument builds upon that of Hayward (2017), who unpacks the requirement of Black trans death for the progress of trans...
rights movements, arguing that visibility (for Black trans folks) also makes one killable. Trans negativity, then, “turns against liberal (white) transgender projects about visibility, accessibility, and progressivism, to expose how these political logics are predicated on racialized humanism” (Hayward, 2017, p. 193). In many ways, negativity, then, is not an act of invisibility but instead an act of intentionally shifting to whom/when one is visible with Black trans liberation in mind. Relatedly, Nicolazzo (2019) discusses queer and trans students of Color’s use of willful opacity (Samayoa, 2019 cited in Nicolazzo) to enact the change necessary in their higher education institutions. In this instance, students’ use of purposefully opaque language allowed their aims to be achieved without necessarily requiring their fullness to be visible to their college. Both opacity and negativity operate as subversive tactics of survival and progress without relying on the institution to render one’s existence legible or acceptable. In both, the needs and desires of those employing the tactics are centered without having to articulate oneself for consumption and judgment by violent systems and structures. In this, perhaps we see less evidence of systemic progress or mindset shifts among non-trans folks. Admittedly, however, youth application of these tactics in a K-12 setting is trickier given children’s lack of autonomy and rights in schooling and society. With this in mind, it becomes even more necessary to ask ourselves – what is the goal of a queer (or even trans) pedagogy? Is it the inclusion and affirmation of queer and trans sensemaking, bodies, and dreams in the existing institutions? Is it the critical interrogation of the systems in which we exist?

In my own conceptualization of queer pedagogy, I consider both Britzman’s (1995) and Luhmann’s (1998) essays to be “points of departure” for all following queer pedagogical scholarship and shifts. I take up Britzman’s call for queer pedagogies that are “larger than simply an acknowledgment of gay and lesbian subjects” that “call into question the geography of normalization” (p. 152). Additionally, I follow Luhmann’s (1998) location of queer pedagogy, “where the desire for knowledge interferes with the repetition of both heterosexual and lesbian/gay normalization” (p. 141). A project of de-normalization, these queer pedagogies innately refuse and think beyond the limiting project of inclusion as a remedy to homophobia and heterosexism. Similarly, my understanding of trans pedagogy is primarily informed by Keenan’s (2017) articulation of a critical trans pedagogy that prioritizes unlearning scripts of gender, resisting essentialism, and embracing the complexity of self and structures. Central to both (my understanding of) queer and trans pedagogies is intentional disruption and interrogation of hegemonic norms that dictate what and who is possible in learning spaces. Noticeably, however, most pedagogical shifts that purport to center LGBTQ+ youth instead focus on representation, diversity, and affirmation. Often relying on LGBTQ+ youth’s disclosure and visibility for implementation, these pedagogical shifts offer minimal movement toward equity in exchange for the safety and security that may accompany institutional illegibility. Reckoning with this dangerously uneven exchange necessitates our acknowledgement of the violence associated with institutional recognition. Writing about the danger of visibility, Nicolazzo (2019) asserts that “the project of visibility… (will) always be riddled with the scars of normalization, with the harms of attempts to categorize and count how many are amongst our ranks so as to assert our importance” (Nicolazzo, 2019, p. 124). Attempts of categorization and quantification potentially enact further violence on the ever-expanding, fugitive existence of Black trans youth struggling to survive in schools. Given this possibility, perhaps we might take seriously the pushback against trans visibility as a remedy for transphobia and a marker of progress.

This acknowledgment necessitates consequential attention to the Black trans youth’s situatedness within schooling as a state-sponsored project of assimilation, surveillance, and production. The robust landscape of scholarship conveys a Black youth schooling experience marred by disproportionate rates of school-sanctioned discipline in schools. Paired with the realities of inequitable resource allocation (Baker, 2014; Adamson & Darling, 2011), the continued lack of pro-Black curricula and policies (Ladson-Billings, 2023; Love, 2019), and the shortage of Black educators (Carr, 2022; Coles & Stanley, 2021; Mosely, 2018), one can assume that schooling is not designed to prioritize complex engagement with Blackness (or any other marginalized identity). The intersection of these racialized projects and (cis)gender identity has been well-documented, theorized, and explored by educational scholars and organizations focused on equity and justice through schooling (Smith-Purviance, 2021; Bryan, 2020; Dumas & Nelson, 2016; Morris, 2016).

The experiences of Black trans youth are often overlooked within these projects of gendered and racialized violence within schools. If they exist, they are included as additives for implications or sample size (ex., Black girls and gender nonconforming youth). In the past decade, however, several reports have confirmed the anticipated violence facing Black trans youth in schools and communities across the United States. Data from GLSEN’s 2017 National Climate Survey illuminated Black LGBTQ+ youth’s negative experiences at school. More than half of the students surveyed reported feeling unsafe at school because of their sexual orientation, with forty percent reporting feeling unsafe due to gender expression (Truong et al., 2020). Further, Black LGBTQ+

---

3 While I acknowledge that queer pedagogy is not synonymous with trans pedagogies, I do understand them to exist in concert, with earlier queer pedagogical scholarship informing trans pedagogies within the academy (in the same ways that queer studies gave way to transgender studies).

4 The sample for this survey included “middle and high school students between 13 and 21 years old” (GLSEN, 2020, xv). This description suggests the Black LGBTQ+ youth participating in this study had to be enrolled in school at the time of completing this study. Thus, it is important to note that this requirement omits perspectives from Black youth who fall outside of the age range and/or do not attend school.
youth respondents reported missing at least one day of school in the last month due to a lack of safety (Truong et al., 2020). These sentiments are echoed in the Human Rights Campaigns’ (2019) Black and African American American LGBTQ+ Youth Report, in which 63% of youth surveyed reported avoiding bathroom usage throughout the school day for fear of violence (Kahn et al., 2019). The long-lasting impact of violent schooling and societal conditions on Black trans folks are routinely shown via news outlets and social media — murder, homelessness, economic insecurity, depression, and suicide. In a survey of 3000 Black trans youth. The Trevor Project found that more than half of respondents had considered ending their lives, and 25% of respondents reported they had attempted suicide (Trevor Project, 2023). These days, photos of Black trans youth and young adults plaster my social media feeds with crowdfunding for survival, calls for justice after murders, and grief for those who left this world too soon. These photos and their accompanying captions are consistent narrative reminders of the realities in which Black trans youth exist — one where growing up, getting old, and achieving your dreams are not guaranteed.

Attacks on transgender youth’s access to gender-affirming healthcare, bathrooms, and extracurricular activities have also surged in the past decade. Last year, Time Magazine asked Laverne Cox to reflect on her 2014 cover story and the current state of trans rights in the United States. Cox replied, “The backlash is ferocious. It’s genocidal” (Mendez, 2023). In 2023 alone, more than 500 anti-trans bills were introduced in 49 states (ACLU, 2023). Of the bills being tracked, the American Civil Liberties Union (2023) reported almost half of those introduced targeted trans youth’s rights in education and schools. The content of these bills impacts students’ abilities to be called by their pronouns or names, increases parent and institutional surveillance over youth identity exploration, and dictates what can be taught in general health education courses (ACLU, 2023). Across the country, trans youth have been denied permission to engage in traditional extracurriculars such as sports (Barnes, 2023), theater productions (Runnels, 2023), and prom dances (Diaz, 2023). Educators choosing to support trans youth often face a wide range of consequences ranging from online violence (Grant, 2023) to job loss (Kingkade, 2022) and threats of jail time (Natanson, 2023).

Many of the recommendations within queer and trans pedagogical scholarship remain the same – create inclusive and safe spaces for youth, incorporate LGBTQ+ texts, and challenge existing hegemonies in learning environments. Thus, most existing pedagogical scholarship aims to either increase LGBTQ+ kids’ sense of belonging or disrupt hegemonic norms that contribute to their ostracization. This is not to say that other aims do not exist. However, this suggests a common understanding in the field of what might better help LGBTQ+ kids thrive in schools. But what do we do when institutional recognition and safety are no longer attainable for anyone? What happens when hanging a trans flag is a fireable offense? How might we engage in trans pedagogies if we cannot even say the words transgender or queer? While the pedagogical recommendations are certainly important and necessary, the violent complexities within the current context have illuminated the fallacy of depending on institutional policies and existing pedagogies to affirm trans youth, particularly Black trans youth, particularly since many pedagogical recommendations often fail to acknowledge the established violent histories of Blackness, ungendering, and institutional violence.

At this moment, we are witnessing in real-time how transness – trans notions of being and becoming – disrupts teleological notions of progress, which often suggest a required path or end, a fixed state of being (Stone, 1991; Malatino, 2019). In a time of heightened trans representation in TV/film, music, government, and books, we must also face the reality of quotidian violence faced by trans youth and adults. This moment, then, necessitates explicit attention to trans pedagogies committed to both trans liberation and reckoning with the legacies of violence impacting trans youth’s livelihood and outcomes.

**Exploring Trends in Selected K-12 Trans Pedagogical Scholarship**

In an overwhelmingly white, cisgender, heterosexual field of education (de Brey et al., 2019), we must also consider the politics of authorship, identity, and proximity to power in our reading of the ideas and recommendations guiding our conversations about trans youth in K-12 schools. This is, of course, not to say that only Black, trans folks can offer suggestions about Black, trans livability in K-12 schooling. However, I do want us to be clear about how race, proximity to power, and privilege might impact what is deemed possible, ideal, and aspirational in scholarship. As we approach the decade mark beyond Cox’s Time Magazine cover, I wondered: How have K-12 educational scholars responded to following the ‘Transgender Tipping Point?’ Whose voices and pedagogies are being prioritized? What might they offer Black trans youth trying to survive in this world?

For this essay, I reviewed 11 peer-reviewed articles focused on K-12 trans pedagogies, published since the “Transgender Tipping Point” of 2014. My focus on peer-reviewed articles (instead of chapters or public scholarship) reflects my desire to see whose ideas and pedagogical reflections currently carry the most capital within traditional educational scholarship; it is not a reflection of what I deem most legible, important, or necessary. I located these articles in January 2024 using a variety of search engines and databases, including Google Scholar, EBSCOhost, and JSTOR. I used the following keyword combinations in my searches: (1) “trans” + “youth” + “schools,” (2) “trans pedagogy,” (3) “trans” + “teaching,” (4) “trans” + “students” + “teaching,” and (5) “trans + “classrooms.” Given my language skill set (monolingual English speaker), location (United States), and my past work with trans youth in secondary schools, I limited my analysis to papers published in English from authors situated in North America who offered arguments with implications for employing trans pedagogies in U.S. secondary schools. For this analysis, articles had to include the words trans or
transgender in either the title or abstract. While I recognize some authors instead choose to use terms like “gender-diverse” or “gender-expansive” to describe trans populations, I was most interested in looking at what authors are doing when explicitly naming traniness in their pedagogical reflections and analyses. In my analysis, I focused on two main overarching questions: authorship and intersectional approaches. Table 1 illustrates how I tracked my findings while reviewing the selected articles. Not all authors listed their racial or gender identities in the selected articles. To determine the racial and/or gender identity of authors who did not include positionality statements in their articles, I reviewed supplemental publications and publicly available online resources (i.e., faculty profiles and interviews) to locate the information. I did my best to avoid making assumptions about identities and instead only listed what I could verify via public information. However, identity, particularly gender identity, is elastic and the world of publishing is not. The information included in the table only captures what I found in January 2024. Lastly, following guidance from the National Center for Transgender Equity (2016), I included non-binary individuals under the “transgender” umbrella. However, I acknowledge that not all non-binary individuals identify as “transgender.” Despite this, I think including them within the transgender umbrella for my inquiry helped me locate them alongside other scholars writing from positionality outside of a cisgender identity.

Authorship

Concerning authorship, my inquiry revolved around two overarching questions: (1) Who is making these recommendations?, and (2) more specifically, what are the racial and gender identities of the scholars theorizing trans pedagogies? The questions guiding my inquiry are not designed with categorization or gatekeeping in mind. Instead, I am interested in understanding whose voices, perspectives, and theorizations guide the current conversations around K-12 trans pedagogies. Further, I wonder about how trans pedagogical scholars are engaging in reflexivity as they do research with/on trans youth and theorize about trans futures. In many ways, I read texts wondering of each author: who you be? Who are your people? That is to say, “What is your relationship to traniness and trans folks? To whom are you accountable?” Positionality statements are becoming increasingly common in social science research (Martin et al., 2022; Holmes, 2020) as a means of mapping one’s orientation to research, theory, and practice as it is informed by sociocultural and historical contexts in which we exist (D’Silva et al., 2016). In working to locate authors’ positonality in the selected, I hoped to more deeply understand how authors attended to power and privilege and its impact on their assertions concerning trans youth, particularly Black trans youth. Moreover, as a Black trans scholar reviewing the work of colleagues, this analysis is also a public wondering of the politics of power, pedagogy, and publishing – How might our field engage more collaboratively with Black trans scholars, students, educators, and organizers in our theorization of K-12 trans pedagogies?

Across the 11 unique publications, 11 authors are represented. Three authors – Wayne Martino, Kenan Omercajic, and Harper Keenan – are each listed as authors of more than one publication. Most notably, Wayne Martino is listed as the first or sole author of four of the 11 publications. All authors have listed white as their racial identity in either the focal publications or other publications and resources. This whiteness permeating the scholarship is unsurprising given the overwhelmingly white faculty demographics in both academia and K-12 education (Irwin et al., 2023). I am less interested in the whiteness of scholars and more interested in how scholars reckon with whiteness in their scholarship, how it might inform their citational practices, and most importantly, how it might impact what they deem most central to developing trans pedagogies. I locate an example of this reckoning in Kenan (2017) on critical trans pedagogy. Reflecting on his journey and privilege as a white trans man, he writes,

> In this reflection, Keenan addresses the affordances granted by his whiteness and passing within a white patriarchal society and educational landscape. Similarly, Kean (2021) asserts the importance of such an acknowledgment as necessary as a “White non-binary trans person who has benefitted from the work of so many trans people, Black trans women in particular, who have given their lives metaphorically and literally in the fight for gender justice” (p. 262). Here, Kean traces a lineage of Black trans organizing, honoring voices and perspectives that inform not only their understandings but also theories of who/what is necessary to center and include in trans pedagogies. Many authors, however, do not include such an explicit acknowledgment or reckoning in their articles. While most write about diverse trans youth’s experiences with intersectional oppression (see Table 1), they are less concerned with addressing their whiteness on the page. The effects of this remain minimal, particularly given scholars’ attention to intersectionality in their research and analyses. However, this absence of positioning that accompanies their recommendations inadvertently centers whiteness, suggesting that this naming is not necessary given its status as the norm.

Similar trends related to gender identity exist in the selected literature. Six publications are authored by transgender scholars or a combination of cisgender and trans scholars. Five are solely authored by cisgender scholars writing about work with transgender youth or educators. While all cisgender authors address the impacts of cisgenderism or cissexism in education, most cisgender scholars do not comment on their own cisgender identity in their articles. This failure to address one’s own cisgender identity in publications is worrisome as it suggests that scholars may be overlooking how their own identities impact their approach to scholarship, participants,
and recommendations for trans youth. In many ways, this failure to acknowledge one’s cisgenderness in an argument for trans pedagogy reinforces much of what they seek to disrupt. By not disclosing their cisgender identity in articles, cisgender authors reinforce societal gender norms that suggest we assume cis unless otherwise informed. This trend is not evident in all literature written by cisgender authors. For instance, Blackburn (2020) offers a model for what it might look like to explicitly address one’s cisgenderness on the page. Naming her both whiteness and cisgender as limitations, Blackburn writes, “As a cisgender person, I know there are limits to my knowledge based on my lack of experience as a trans person” (p. 778). This notation of limitation positions trans folks, particularly the youth whom Blackburn is engaging, as experts in their own experiences, histories, and futures. Further, this noting of limitations disrupts the hierarchical nature of whose voices, perspectives, and understandings matter established by the academy. In this naming, Blackburn allows space for her analysis and reading of situations to be forever limited by her own lived experience as a cisgender woman. In the naming of such, cisgender scholars (particularly those within the academy) lose only the presumption of their unchallengeable expertise and the power that often accompanies theorizing the “exotic” (Hale, 2009) from an outsider perspective.

In the past five years, there have been pushes for cisgender folks to include pronouns in their email signatures (Kodipady et al., 2023; Friedman & Poole, 2023; Johnson et al., 2021). I typically find this act to be performativ, particularly given the lack of trans allyship that often accompanies it. However, the stakes are higher when cisgender scholars are theorizing about trans bodies, livelihood, and liberation in the academy. Cisgender scholars must be as explicit about their privilege on the page as they are about their support of trans youth. They have nothing to lose by doing so. However, trans folks have so much to gain through an author’s disclosure of their cisgender identity in publication – it disrupts the assumption of gender and also offers space for trans voices to recognize the unavoidable limits of their recommendations for transgender folks as outsiders.

These noticings raise questions about how publishing, academic structures, and legacies of institutional violence contribute to a body of K-12 trans pedagogical scholarship that is overwhelmingly dominated by white scholars, many of whom are cisgender. Within this, there are many questions for our field to consider about how one’s identities, experiences, and interlocutors limit and/or expand what we deem possible for trans youth, particularly Black trans youth. While I do not have sufficient space to answer them here, I hope scholars writing about trans pedagogies continue to reckon with how their identities, power, and privilege impact their influence in the field. More importantly, however, I hope there are efforts made to center, collaborate, and uplift the voices and genius of Black trans scholars and educators.

Intersectional Approaches

Along with authorship, I was interested in whose voices, identities, and experiences are explicitly centered in trans pedagogical scholarship. When examining the literature for attention to intersectionality, I considered two overarching questions: (1) How do authors acknowledge diversity within trans youth’s experiences?, and (2) How do authors center Blackness and/or Black trans youth in their pedagogical recommendations? Moreso, I was interested in how authors addressed the disparate realities of Black trans youth in schools, along with how they took Black transness into account in their recommendations for trans pedagogies. To determine this, I read and annotated each article, specifically attending to the mention of Black trans scholars or youth. After doing this, I used the find tool in Zotero to search each article for the following keywords, “intersectionality,” “diverse,” and “Black.” Each time I located one of the keywords, I re-read sections of articles to ascertain the context in which the author was using it. I was lenient with my tracking. For example, if an author mentioned reading “diverse young adult literature” featuring trans characters, I tracked this as “acknowledging intersectional oppression.” Likewise, if authors relied heavily on the theoretical writing of Black trans scholars but did not necessarily name Black trans youth in their implications, I still tracked the article in the column for centering “Blackness and/or Black trans liberation.” Admittedly, this was an overly optimistic assertion. In it, I consciously chose to give authors grace and engage with an understanding of how peer review or word limits might impact what authors include in final drafts. That being said, I did so as an act of self-preservation because the reality of so many scholars and educators’ failure to explicitly attend to what Black trans youth need is often too much for my soul to bear.

Nine articles acknowledge the intersectional oppression experienced by diverse populations of transgender youth. This is unsurprising given the push toward culturally responsive and equitable research and teaching practices over the past two decades. However, two articles (Martino et al., 2022; Sweet & Carlson, 2017) do not explicitly address intersectional oppression or diversity in trans youth’s experiences. I attribute this omission less to authors’ awareness of diverse trans experiences and more so to the specific context, case, or class about which they write. For example, Martino et al.’s (2022) case study provides insight into “supporting transgender youth in one particular school to draw attention to how discourses of individualisation play out in the articulation of equity as it pertains to addressing trans inclusion” in a singular community (p. 767). The authors note that they have chosen this particular methodology to avoid generalization across a very diverse landscape of schooling in Ontario and note the “specific contexts of varying school communities” throughout the province (p. 768). It is also worth mentioning that this published case study is part of a larger, more diverse project in which authors (and others) explicitly attend to not only intersectional oppression faced by trans youth but, more specifically, to Black trans sensemaking and resistance. On the other hand, Sweet and Carlson’s (2017) article, in which they suggest using episodes of Transparent to supplement the curriculum focuses solely on gender identity without exploring.
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intersections with identities such as race, ethnicity, class, or ability. More worrisome, however, is their suggestion that *Transparent*, in which a cis man plays a trans woman, is an acceptable educational resource about transness. The inclusion of such, coupled with the absence of intersectionality, not only replaces actual trans narratives with the performance of a cis man but also sidelines the experiences and voices of trans folks of Color.

Most notable, however, are the articles in which authors engage with Black trans scholarship and experiences to inform their pedagogical recommendations. While my analysis revealed an overwhelming acknowledgment of intersectionality and diversity in trans youth experiences, only four articles center Blackness or Black trans youth in their implications for the field (Keenan, 2024; Martino, 2022; Martino & Omercajic, 2021; Martino et al., 2021). In an attempt to understand trans pedagogical efforts outside of traditional K-12 settings, Keenan (2024) interviewed 11 trans educator-artists, 3 of whom were Black. More than just representation, Keenan illuminates the focal nature of abolition, community, and disruption engaged by LeRoi Newbold, a Black trans man and the founder of Toronto’s Freedom School. In this centering of Newbold’s pedagogy, Keenan positions Newbold’s teaching, experiences, and work as necessary for reimagining trans pedagogies in today’s world. In this positioning, Keenan not only explicitly centers Black transness in the conversations of what might be possible within teaching and learning with trans youth in mind but purposefully decenters and imagines beyond traditional K-12 schooling.

Likewise, Martino (2022) illuminates his own pedagogical choices to center Black and Indigenous scholar-educators while teaching a university gender studies course. In this illumination, Martino acknowledges the necessity of “archives of resistance” (Snorton cited in Martino, 2022) that enrich a pedagogical repertoire for building a threshold knowledge about black trans life” while also explicating the results of doing so in a classroom (p. 31). These archives of resistance include narratives, histories, and stories that disrupt and complicate understandings of transness in society. Through analysis and reflection on Black and Indigenous narratives, theories, and histories, Martino argues for curricular interventions that extend beyond representation and instead make space for “learning about trans lives that are contextualized within a broader examination of the interlocking systems of power and privilege in which all of our lives are enmeshed and intertwined” (p. 34). In doing so, he asserts the necessity for employing critical trans politics to develop a pedagogy that reckons not only cissexism but racialized gender binaries.

Evidence of this commitment to centering Blackness in trans pedagogical orientations is also present in Martino and Omercajic’s (2021) articulation of a trans pedagogy of refusal. Building on both Tuck and Yang’s (2012) notion of refusal along with Snorton and Haritaworn’s (2013) theorization of trans necropolitics, Martino and Omercajic offer three axiomatic principles of refusal designed to highlight the “impact of cultural cisgenderism and trans ontoformative desubjugated knowledges” (p. 691). By specifically attending to trans necropolitics, Martino and Omercajic highlight the complex intertwined legacies of Blackness, transness, and institutional violence. In doing so, they center Black transness (and trans of Color critique) in their articulation of a trans pedagogy of refusal.

Writing with educators in mind, Martino et al. (2021) analyzed *The Gender Tag Project*, an online archival space facilitated through YouTube by white trans creator Ashley Wylde. Their analysis explored how the prompts, online space, and expectations on the platform inadvertently center whiteness. Despite the benefits of *The Gender Tag Project* as an archival tool for trans youth, Martino et al. (2021) examined the narratives of diverse youth whose videos are included in the project to interrogate *The Gender Tag Project*’s “potential as a colonising space of unmarked whiteness in the sense that it is predominantly inhabited by white trans and non-binary youth” (p. 765). Through this analysis, the authors warn of the implicit whiteness that marks the archiving, learning spaces, and resources related to transness and gender-diverse identity. Thus, arguing for attention to the limits of pedagogical tactics such as representation and inclusion when thinking about supporting Black trans youth in learning spaces.

While Blackness and/or Black trans experiences are only centered in four of the 11 articles, I find glimmers of hope and progress toward increased criticality and engagement within the few. Paired with increased research on trans pedagogies and learning spaces outside of traditional K-12 settings, I see an intentional divestment in the violent structures of K-12 schooling as a means toward trans safety liberation. This intentional divestment represents an embrace of the fugitivity and defiance that has always accompanied Black trans existence in this world. Further, I am even more heartened when I situate the aforementioned pieces in a larger body of scholarship focused on Black queer pedagogies of resistance and agency published in the last few years (Reid, 2023; Reid et al., 2022; Johnson, 2017; Pritchard, 2016). As a Black trans scholar-educator, it is easy to feel isolated and hopeless when studying this educational landscape and world. However, I find hope and connections in the centering of Blackness and transness on the page. For this, I am grateful to be in community with scholars around the world who say, “I see you and yours” through their citational practices and pedagogical practices.

**Rage and Refusal**

I considered closing this conceptual essay with gratitude, connections, and implications for further study and practice. I reflected upon the journey that brought me here – the death threats, the stories of Black trans youth’s suicides, and the heaviness of doing this work as a Black, queer, trans educational scholar. I wrote a conclusion in which I led with grace and appreciation for allyship and progress. Yet, each attempt felt incomplete. Over Zoom one evening, I shared my
hesitations and uneasiness with my writing circle. As I talked, I realized I was engaging in a learned practice of self-censorship. Through my schooling journey, I have learned to placate those with privilege in power – to smile, give grace, and contain my emotions. I have mastered the game of being palatable to white folks. My writing circle named this for me, urging me to lean into both the “uses of anger” (Lorde, 1981) and the healing that accompanies rage. Holding these necessary reminders near, I choose instead to close with honesty, embracing rage as a “moment of shattering, a moment of breaking” (Malatino, 2018).

The truth is – scholars’ failure to name their cisgender identity and whiteness when theorizing about trans pedagogies fills my body and soul with rage. I am incredibly disheartened by the continued centering of whiteness in this theorizing and dreaming, particularly given the continued violence Black trans folks experience in schools. Further, white and cisgender scholars’ failure to demonstrate reflexivity in articles concerning transness is worrisome, given a field so innately concerned with power, privilege, and personhood. I know the capital that publications carry; they will be cited and used to impact the livelihood of Black trans youth. I am angry at how the structural and quotidian violence I experience in this Black trans body impacts my ability to produce at the rates of others who do not share my identities. I am angry with myself for my tendency to do it anyway – to prioritize writing over my own care because I want to make sure there is no path forged without voices like mine. I am exhausted by the ways that whiteness, cisgenderedness, and capitalism suffocate and stifle my own development and curiosity as a scholar-educator. Black trans folks in education, particularly youth, deserve better.

As we continue to study, theorize, and teach toward liberated trans futures, I implore scholars to refuse the dilution of what is possible for trans kids in this world, to resist the urge to decenter Blackness in hopes of a more palatable and digestible theorization of trans pedagogies in this educational landscape. Following Ellison et al. (2017), I hope our scholarly community might develop practices of accountability, care, and citations that must accompany the institutionalization of transgender studies in education and, thus, theorizations of trans pedagogies and knowledge production in K-12 schooling. May we move forward with the following two questions in mind: If writing and engaging with K-12 trans pedagogies, to whom and what are scholars accountable? How do our pedagogies work in concert with the living pedagogies of Black trans folks who are always teaching and learning their way to survival?

I will not and cannot, in good conscience, conclude by offering considerations for death-dealing structures of teaching and learning. This field is already oversaturated with recommendations for harm reduction and inclusion. This is not to say that Black/trans youth do not deserve the right to use appropriate bathrooms, change their names, and access gender-affirming care. However, when we situate their liberation through Black trans folks’ access to rights and power in structurally violent systems, we continue to depend on that system for recognition and access. What I offer, then, is a dream of divestment from the aforementioned systems (and related pedagogies) in the name of Black/trans life and liberation. Perhaps we might look to the linking of transness and Blackness as a map of refusal, fugitivity (Bey, 2017), and a rhizomatic (Allen, 2016) approach to what is possible in learning. There is little hope for an educational landscape with little autonomy to separate itself from a state wholly invested in racism and transphobia to sustain its existence. What might serve Black trans youth most effectively and ethically is to run, fly, dream, and never look back.
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## Appendix

**Trans Pedagogical Scholarship with Implications for Secondary Students in U.S. Schools (2014 - 2024)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trans Pedagogical Scholarship with Implications for Secondary Students in U.S. Schools (2014 - 2024)</th>
<th>Authorship</th>
<th>Attention to Intersectionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>